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Voice command calculator in python

Build a voice command calculator that responds to your voice Here is the full tutorial to build your voice or voice command calculator: Voice command calculator in Python Algorithm: 1. Take the input from the user ( Voice input not keyboard stroke ) 2. Convert it to text or string. 3. Divide the string into three parts. Operator and two operands. 4. Use a function to calculate. If the
user says, six minus four the output will be 2 The calculator can do more than this. Check this link out for full source code and tutorials: Python Voice command calculator Arkwood has decided to become an accountant. They get paid tons and do little, he said, in fact. I told him I was impressed he got me up. 'One problem though,' I continued, 'You can't actually do basic math.' It's
true, Arkwood is not able to add 2 and 2 together. And it's bad. He began to wave like a baby, tears streaming down his flush cheeks. Not wanting to see my Belgian buddy suffer another moment of hysteria, I set about adding a new feature to SaltwashAR - Python Augmented Reality application. I want to build a Robot Calculator that will teach Arkwood elementary mathematics,
namely: Add, Subtract, Multiply, Divide. Here is the new class for my calculator function: from features.base import Feature, Speaking class Calculator(Feature, Speaking): ADD = ['+', 'plus', 'added'] SUBTRACT = ['-', 'minus', 'drawn'] MULTIPLY = ['x', 'times', 'multiplied'] DIVIDE = ['/', 'divided'] def __init__(self, text_to_speech, speech_to_text): Feature.__init__(self)
Speaking.__init__(self, text_to_speech) self.speech_to_text = speech_to_text def _thread(self, args): # user expresses expression = self.speech_to_text stop the thread if self.is_stop: return # calculate response from expression expression = expression.lower().split() if len(expression) &lt; 3: return expression_left = expression[0] expression_middle = expression[1]
expression_right = expression[-1] response = No try: if expression_middle in itself. ADD: answer = int(expression_left) + int(expression_right) elif expression_middle in itself. DRAW: answer = int(expression_left) - int(expression_right) if expression_middle in itself. MULTIPLY: answer = int(expression_left) * int(expression_right) if expression_middle in itself. DIVIDE: answer =
int(expression_left) / float (expression_right) except: print Cannot calculate a response # calculator gives answers if answer: self._text_to_speech(The answer is {}.format(reply)) Our Calculator class inherits from the function base class, which provides threading functionality (all functions must run in threads, so as not to block the main application process from rendering to screen).
The calculator class also inherits from the Speaking base class, ensuring that the robot's moves when it speaks. Next, we define some constant lists for Add, Subtract, Multiply, and Share - these lists will allow us to match the words we speak through the data microphone to a mathematical calculation. The __init__ method is sent parameters for text to speech and speech to text,
so that we can have a conversation with the robot. Okay, next up is _thread method, which is where all the shit happens, as a professor of calculus would say. We use Speech to Text to convert the words we utter to the data microphone into text. Then we check if the thread should be stopped. Why? Well, if the robot is no longer in front of the webcam when our words are
converted to text, there is no point in doing the calculation (as there will be no robot to give the answer). Now to the math itself. We share our spoken words in a Python list, and— provided we have at least three words — we organize the first, second, and last word in the left, middle, and right parts of an expression. For example, if we said the words nine pulled with five into the
computer microphone, then the expression variables would be: expression_left = '9' expression_middle = 'drawn' expression_right = '5' Hang on! I hear you crying. Why did you say the word nine and expression_left the variable has the string '9'? Well, I use Google Speech Recognition as handily converts my spoken word nine to 9, ready to use in a calculation. If this wasn't the
case, I would have done the conversion myself. Excellent. Now that I have those parts of my expression at hand, I can only check which of my constant lists contain expression_middle value. Continuing with the example above, expression_middle the value of the subtract exists in the subtract constant list. Therefore, we fall into the calculation expression_left – expression_right
(which is 9 - 5) and get answers to '4'. Finally, we use Text to Speech to let the robot speak the answer 4 through the computer's speakers. Time for a demo - here's Rocky Robot giving us the answers to our mathematical conundrums: Fantastic - a talking calculator! Arkwood will soon learn the timetable and get the highly paid job as an accountant. Please check out the
SaltwashAR Wiki for details on how to install and help develop the SaltwashAR Python Augmented Reality program. SaltwashAR is an open source Python Augmented Reality program released under the GNU General Public Licence Version 3. Ciao! Have you ever wondered how to add speech recognition to your Python project? If so, keep reading! It's easier than you might
think. Far from being a fad, the overwhelming success of voice-activated products like Amazon Alexa has proven that some degree of voice support will be an important aspect of household technology in the foreseeable future. If you about it, the reasons why are quite obvious. Incorporating speech recognition into your Python application offers a level of interactivity and
accessibility that few technologies can match. Accessibility improvements alone are worth considering. Speech recognition enables the elderly and physical and visually impaired to interact with state-of-the-art products and services quickly and naturally – no GUI needed! Best of all, including speech recognition in a Python project is very simple. In this guide you will find out how.
You learn: How speech recognition works, What packages are available on PyPI; and How to install and use the SpeechRecognition package – a full-fledged and easy-to-use Python speech recognition library. Finally, you'll use what you've learned to a simple Guess Word game and see how it all comes together. Before we get to the nitty-gritty of doing speech recognition in
Python, let's take a moment to talk about how speech recognition works. A full discussion would fill a book, so I won't bore you with all the technical details here. In fact, this section is not prerequisite for the rest of the tutorial. If you want to get straight to the point, then feel free to jump forward. Speech recognition has its roots in research done at Bell Labs in the early 1950s. Early
systems were limited to a single speaker and had limited vocabulary of about a dozen words. Modern speech recognition systems have come a long way since their old counterparts. They can recognize speech from multiple speakers and have enormous vocabulary in many languages. The first component of speech recognition is, of course, speech. Speech must be converted
from physical audio to an electrical signal with a microphone, and then to digital data with an analog to digital converter. Once digitized, multiple models can be used to transcribe the sound into text. Most modern speech recognition systems rely on what is called a Hidden Markov (HMM) model. This approach works on the assumption that a voice tag, seen on a short enough
timescale (for example, ten milliseconds), can be reasonably approximate as a stationary process - that is, a process in which statistical characteristics do not change over time. In a typical HMM, the voice tag is divided into 10-millisecond fragments. The power spectrum of each fragment, which is essentially a plot of the signal's power as a frequency function, is mapped to a
vector of real numbers known as cepstral coefficients. The dimension of this vector is usually small – sometimes as low as 10, although more accurate systems can have dimension 32 or more. The final exit of HMM is a sequence of these vectors. To decode speech to text, groups of vectors match one or more phonems— a basic speech device. This calculation requires training,
since of a phone count varies from speaker to speaker, and even varies from one utterance to another of the same speaker. A special algorithm is then used to determine the most likely word (or words) that produces the given sequence of phonems. One can imagine that this whole process can be computationally expensive. In many modern speech recognition systems, neural
networks are used to simplify voice signal using function transformation and dimensionality reduction techniques before HMM recognition. Voice activity detectors (VADs) are also used to reduce an audible signal to only the parts likely to contain speech. This prevents the recognizer from wasting time analyzing unnecessary parts of the signal. Fortunately, as a python
programmer, you don't have to worry about any of this. A variety of speech recognition services are available for use online through an API, and many of these services offer Python SDKs. A handful of speech recognition packages can be found on PyPI. Some of them include: Some of these packages, such as wit and apiai, offer built-in features, such as natural language
processing to identify a speaker's intent, that go beyond basic speech recognition. Others, like google cloud speech, focus solely on voice-to-text conversion. It's a package that stands out when it comes to ease of use: SpeechRecognition. Recognizing speech requires audio input, and SpeechRecognition makes it very easy to retrieve this input. Instead of having to build scripts to
access microphones and process audio files from scratch, SpeechRecognition will get you started in just a few minutes. The SpeechRecognition library acts as a wrapper for several popular voice APIs and is thus extremely flexible. One of these – the Google Web Speech API – supports a standard API key that is hard-coded in the SpeechRecognition library. That means you can
get off your feet without having to sign up for a service. The flexibility and ease of use of the SpeechRecognition package make it an excellent choice for any Python project. However, support for each feature of each API it is broken is not guaranteed. You need to spend some time examining the available options to determine whether SpeechRecognition will work in your
particular case. So now that you are convinced that you should try SpeechRecognition, the next step is to get it installed in your environment. SpeechRecognition is compatible with Python 2.6, 2.7, and 3.3+, but requires some additional installation steps for Python 2. For this tutorial I would assume that you are using Python 3.3 +. You can install SpeechRecognition from a
terminal with beep: $ beep install SpeechRecognition Once installed, you should confirm the installation by opening an interpreter session and typing: &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; import as sr &gt;&gt;&gt; sr.__version__ '3.8.1' Note: The version number you get may vary. Vary. 3.8.1 was the last at the time of writing. Continue and keep this session open. You start working on it in a
little bit. SpeechRecognition will work out of the box if all you have to do is work with existing audio files. However, specific use cases require some dependencies. In particular, the PyAudio package is required to capture microphone input. You'll see what dependencies you need as you read on. For now, let's dive in and explore the basics of the package. All the magic of
SpeechRecognition happens with the Recognizer class. The main purpose of a Recognizer instance, of course, is to recognize speech. Each instance comes with a variety of settings and functionality to recognize speech from an audio source. It's easy to create a recognizer instance. In your current interpreter session, just type: &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; r = Sr. Recognizer() Each
Recognizer instance has seven methods to recognize speech from an audio source using different APIs. These are: Of the seven, only recognize_sphinx () works offline with the CMU Sphinx engine. The other six all require an Internet connection. A full discussion of the features and benefits of each API is beyond the scope of this tutorial. Because SpeechRecognition comes with
a standard Google Web Speech API API, you can get started with it right away. That's why we use the Web Speech API in this guide. The six other APIs require all authentication with either an API key or a combination of user names/passwords. For more information, see the SpeechRecognition documents. Warning: The default key provided by SpeechRecognition is for testing
purposes only, and Google may revoke it at any time. It's not a good idea to use the Google Web Speech API in production. Even with a valid API key, you'll be limited to just 50 requests per day, and there's no way to increase this quota. Fortunately, SpeechRecognition's interface is almost identical for each API, so what you learn today will be easy to translate into a real project.
Each recognize_*() method will throw a speech_recognition. RequestError exception if the API cannot be accessed. For recognize_sphinx(), this can occur as a result of a missing, broken or incompatible Sphinx installation. For the other six methods, RequestError can be thrown if quota limits are met, the server is unavailable, or there is no Internet connection. Okay, enough chit-
chat. Let's get our hands dirty. Try calling recognize_google() in the interpreter session. &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; r.recognize_google() What happened? You probably have something that looks like this: Traceback (last call last): File &lt;stdin&gt;, line 1, in &lt;module&gt;TypeError: recognize_google() missing 1 required position argument: audio_data You may have guessed that
this would happen. How could something be recognized from nothing? All seven recognize_*() methods of &lt;/stdin&gt; &lt;/stdin&gt; requires a audio_data argument. In each case, audio_data be an instance of SpeechRecognition's AudioData class. There are two ways to create an AudioData instance: from an audio file or audio recorded by a microphone. Audio files are a little
easier to get started with, so let's take a look at it first. Before proceeding, you must download an audio file. The one I used to get started, harvard.wav, can be found here. Make sure that you save it to the same directory where the Python interpreter session is running. SpeechRecognition makes it easy to work with audio files thanks to the convenient AudioFile class. This class
can be initialized with the path of an audio file and provides a context management interface for reading and working with the file's content. SpeechRecognition currently supports the following file formats: WAV: Must be in PCM/LPCM format AIFF AIFF-C FLAC: Must be original FLAC format. OGG-FLAC is not supported If you are working with x-86-based Linux, macOS, or
Windows, you should be able to work with FLAC files without any problem. On other platforms, you need to install a FLAC code and ensure that you have access to the flac command-line tool. You can find more information here if this applies to you. Type the following in the interpreter session to process the contents of the harvard.wav file: &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; harvard = sr.
AudioFile ('harvard.wav') &gt;&gt;&gt; with Harvard as the source: ... audio = r.record (source) ... Context Manager opens the file and reads the content, and stores the data in an AudioFile instance called source. Then, the record() method records the data from the entire file to an AudioData instance. You can confirm this by checking the audio type: &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;
type(audio) &lt;class 'speech_recognition.audiodata'=&gt; You can now start recognize_google() to try to recognize a speech in the sound. Depending on the speed of your Internet connection, you may have to wait several seconds before you see the result. &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; r.recognize_google (sound) 'the stale smell of old beer lingers it takes heat to get out the smell a
cold dip restores health and spices a salty pickle taste fine with ham tacos al Pastore is my favorite a zestful food is hot cross bun 'Congratulations! You just transcribed your first audio file! If you're wondering where the phrases in the harvard.wav file come from, they're examples of Harvard phrases. These sentences were published by the IEEE in 1965 for use in speech
intelligibility testing of phone lines. They are still used in VoIP and mobile testing today. The Harvard sentences consist of 72 lists of ten sentences. You can find freely available recordings of these phrases on the Open Speech Repository website. Admission is available in English, Mandarin Chinese, French and Hindi. They provide an excellent source of free material to test your
code. What if you &lt;/class&gt;Want to capture part of the speech in a file? The Record() method accepts a duration keyword argument that stops recording after a specified number of seconds. For example, the following captures any speech in the first four seconds of the file: &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; harvard as the source: ... audio = r.record(source, duration=4) ... &gt;&gt;&gt;
r.recognize_google(audio) 'the stale smell of old beer dwells' Record() method, when used inside a block, always moves forward in the file stream. This means that if you record once for four seconds and then record again for four seconds, the second time returns the four seconds of sound after the first four seconds. &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; with Harvard as source: ... audio1 =
r.record (source, duration = 4) ... audio2 = r.record (source, duration = 4) ... &gt;&gt;&gt; r.recognize_google (audio1) the stale smell of old beer dwells &gt;&gt;&gt; r.recognize_google (audio2) it takes heat to get out the smell a cold dip Note that audio2 contains part of the third sentence in the file. When you set a duration, recording can stop in the middle of the sentence — or
even the middle of the word — which can damage the accuracy of the transcript. More on this in a little bit. In addition to specifying a recording duration, the record() method can be given a specific starting point by using the offset keyword argument. This value represents the number of seconds from the beginning of the file to be ignored before you start recording. If you only want
to capture the second expression in the file, you can start with a four-second offset and record, for example, three seconds. &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; with Harvard as source: ... audio = r.record (source, offset = 4, duration = 3) ... &gt;&gt;&gt; r.recognize_google (sound) it takes heat to get out the smell Offset and duration keyword arguments are useful for segmenting an audio file
if you have prior knowledge of the structure of the speech in the file. But using them quickly can result in bad transcriptions. To see this effect, try the following in the interpreter: &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; harvard as source: ... audio = r.record (source, offset = 4.7, duration = 2.8) ... &gt;&gt;&gt; r.recognize_google (sound) 'Mesquite to get out the smell Aiko' By starting the recording
in 4.7 seconds, you miss the t part a beginning of the expression it takes heat to get out the smell, so the API just got toes hot, as it matched with Mesquite. Similarly, at the end of the recording, you captured a co, which is the beginning of the third sentence a cold dip restores health and joy. This was matched with Aiko by API. There's another reason why you can get inaccurate
transcripts. Noise! The examples above worked well because the audio file is reasonably clean. In the real world, unless you have the ability to process audio files in advance, you can't expect the sound to be noise-free. Noise is a fact of life. All has a certain degree of noise in and untreated noise can corrupt the accuracy of speech recognition apps. To get a sense of how noise
can affect speech recognition, download the jackhammer.wav file here. As always, make sure that you save this to the work directory for the interpreter session. This file has the expression the stale smell of old beer lingers spoken with a loud jackhammer in the background. What happens when you try to transcribe this file? &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; jackhammer = sr. AudioFile
('jackhammer.wav') &gt;&gt;&gt; jackhammer as source: ... audio = r.record (source) ... &gt;&gt;&gt; r.recognize_google (sound) 'the snail smell of old gear suppliers' Way off! So how do you deal with this? One thing you can try is to use the adjust_for_ambient_noise() method of the Recognizer class. &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; jackhammer as source: ... r.adjust_for_ambient_noise
(source) ... audio = r.record (source) ... &gt;&gt;&gt; r.recognize_google (sound) 'still smell of old beer suppliers' Which got you a little closer to the expression itself, but it's still not perfect. Also it is missing from the beginning of the expression. Why is it? The method adjust_for_ambient_noise() reads the first second of the file stream and calibrates the recognizer to the sound
level. Therefore, that part of the power is consumed before you call record() to capture the data. You can adjust the timeframe used adjust_for_ambient_noise() user for analysis with the duration keywords argument. This argument takes a numeric value in seconds and is set to 1 by default. Try lowering this value to 0.5. &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; with jackhammer as source: ...
r.adjust_for_ambient_noise (source, duration = 0.5) ... audio = r.record (source) ... &gt;&gt;&gt; r.recognize_google (sound) 'snail smells like old Beer Mongers' Well, which got you it at the beginning of the expression, but now you have some new problems! Sometimes it is not possible to remove the effect of the noise – the signal is just too noisy to be handled successfully. That's
the case with this file. If you frequently run up against these issues, you may need to resort to some preprocessing of the sound. This can be done with audio editing software or a Python package (such as SciPy) that can apply filters to your files. A detailed discussion about this is beyond the scope of this tutorial- check out Allen Downey's Think DSP book if you're interested. For
now, just be aware that ambient noise in an audio file can cause problems and needs to be resolved to maximize the accuracy of speech recognition. When working with noisy files, it may be helpful to see the actual API response. Most APIs return a JSON string that contains many possible transcriptions. The method recognize_google() will always return the most likely transcript
unless you force it to give you the full answer. To do this, show_all the keyword argument for til True. &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; show_all=True) {'alternative': [ {'transcript': 'the snail smells old beer merchants'}, {'transcription': 'still the smell of old beer suppliers'}, {'transcription': 'snail smells like old beer suppliers'}, {'transcript': 'the obsolete smell of old beer
suppliers'}, {'transcription': 'the snail smells like old beer merchants'}, {'transcript': 'destihl smell of old beer suppliers'}, {'transcript': 'still smells like old beer suppliers'}, {'transcript': 'bastille smell of old beer suppliers'} , {'transcription': 'still smells like old beermongers'}, {'transcript': 'the still smell of old beer venders'} , {'transcript': 'the still smelling old beer vendor'}, {'transcript': 'musty
smell of old beer vendors'}, {'transcript': 'the still smell of old beer vendor'} ], 'final': True} As you can see, recognize_google() returns a dictionary with key 'option' that points to a list of possible transcriptions. The structure of this response may vary from API to API and is mainly useful for troubleshooting. Now you have a pretty good idea of the basics of the SpeechRecognition
package. You have seen how to create an AudioFile instance from an audio file and use the record() method to record data from the file. You learned how record segments of a file using offset and duration keyword arguments for the record(), and you experienced the harmful effect noise can have on transcription accuracy. Now for the fun part. Let's transition from transcribe
static audio files to making the project interactive by accepting input from a microphone. To access the microphone with SpeechRecognizer, you need to install the PyAudio package. Go ahead and close the current interpreter session, and let's do it. The process for installing PyAudio will vary depending on your operating system. If you are on Debian-based Linux (like Ubuntu) you
can install PyAudio with apt: $ sudo apt-get install python-pyaudio python3-pyaudio When installed, you may still need to run pip install pyaudio, especially if you are working in a virtual environment. For macOS, first you need to install PortAudio with Homebrew, and then install PyAudio with beep: $ brew install portaudio $ pip install pyaudio On Windows, you can install PyAudio
with beep: Once you have PyAudio installed, you can test the installation from the console. $ python -m speech_recognition Make sure the default microphone is on and unmuted. If the installation worked, you should see something like this: A moment of silence, please ... Set the minimum energy threshold to 600.4452854381937 Say something! Go ahead and play around with it
by talking into the microphone and seeing how well SpeechRecognition transcribes your speech. Note: If you are on Ubuntu and get some funky output like 'ALSA lib ... Unknown PCM', see this page for tips on how to suppress these messages. This output comes from the ALSA package with Ubuntu – not SpeechRecognition or PyAudio. In reality, these messages may indicate a
problem with your ALSA configuration, but in my experience they don't affect the functionality of your code. They're mostly a nuisance. Open up another interpreter session and create an instance of the recognizer class. &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; import speech_recognition as sr &gt;&gt;&gt; r = Sr. Recognizer() Now, instead of using an audio file as the source, you will use the
default system microphone. You can access this by creating a &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; instance of the microphone class. Microphone() If your system has no standard microphone (for example, on a Raspberry Pi), or you want to use a microphone other than the default, you must specify which one to use by setting a device index. You can get a list of microphone names by
list_microphone_names the static method &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; for the microphone class. Microphone.list_microphone_names() ['HDA Intel PCH: ALC272 Analog (hw:0,0)', 'HDA Intel PCH: HDMI 0 (hw:0,3)', 'sysdefault', 'front', 'surround40', 'surround51', 'surround71', 'hdmi', 'pulse', 'dmix', 'default'] Note that the output may differ from the example above. The device index
for the microphone is the index of the name in the list returned by list_microphone_names(). For example, given the above output, if you want to use the microphone called front, which has index 3 in the list, you will create a microphone instance like this: &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; # This is just an example; do not run &gt;&gt;&gt; microphone = sr. Microphone (device_index = 3) For
most projects, you will probably use the default system microphone. Now that you have a microphone instance ready to use, it's time to capture some input. Just like the AudioFile class, Microphone is a contextual manager. You can record input from the microphone using the recognizer class listening() method inside the co-block. This method takes an audio source as its first
argument and records input from the source of silence detected. &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; with microphone as source: ... sound = r.list (source) ... When performing with the block, try to talk hello into the microphone. Wait a moment for the interpreter message to appear again. When the message &gt;&gt;&gt; comes back, you're ready to recognize the speech.
&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; r.recognize_google (audio) hello If the message never comes back, the microphone is most likely to pick up too much ambient noise. You can cancel the +ctrl+c++ process to get the message back. To handle ambient noise, use the adjust_for_ambient_noise() method of the Recognizer class, just as you did when you tried to understand the noisy audio
file. Since input from a microphone is far less predictable than input from an audio file, it's a good idea to do this when listening for microphone input. &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; with microphone ... r.adjust_for_ambient_noise (source) ... Sound Sound r.list (source) ... After running the code above, wait a second on adjust_for_ambient_noise() to do its thing, and then try to talk hello
into the microphone. Again, wait a moment for the interpreter to return before trying to recognize the speech. Keep in mind that adjust_for_ambient_noise() analyzes the audio source for one second. If this works too long for you, you may want to adjust this with the keyword with duration argument. The SpeechRecognition documentation recommends using a duration of not less
than 0.5 seconds. In some cases, durations longer than the standard in one second may produce better results. The minimum value you need depends on the microphone's ambient environment. Unfortunately, this information is usually unknown in development. In my experience, the default duration of one second is sufficient for most applications. Try typing the previous code
example in the middle and making some arcane sounds in the microphone. You should get something like this in response: Traceback (last call last): File &lt;stdin&gt;, line 1, in &lt;module&gt;File /home/david/real_python/speech_recognition_primer/venv/lib/python3.5/site-packages/speech_recognition/__init__.py, line 858, in recognize_google if not isinstance(actual_result, dict)
or len(actual_result.get(option, [])) == 0: raise UnknownValue() speech_recognition. UnknownValueError Audio that cannot be matched with text of the API increases an UnknownValueError exception. You should always break calls to the API with try and excluding blocks to handle this exception. Note: You may need to try harder than you expect to have the exception thrown.
The API works very hard to transcribe some vocal sounds. Even short grunts were transcribed as words like how for me. Cough, hand claps and tongue clicks would consistently increase the exception. Now that you've seen the basics of recognizing speech with the SpeechRecognition package, let's put your newfound knowledge to use and write a small game that selects a
random word from a list and gives the user three attempts to guess the word. Here's the whole script: import random import time import speech_recognition as sr def recognize_speech_from_mic (recognizer, microphone): Transcribe speech from recorded from microphone. Returns a dictionary with three keys: success: a Boolean indicating whether the API request was successful
error: None if no error occurred, otherwise a string containing an error message if the API could not be accessed or speech was unrecognizable transcription: 'None' if the speech could not be transcribed, otherwise a string containing the transcribed text # check that recognizes and microphone arguments are appropriate type if not isinstance(recognizer, sr. Recognizer): raise
TypeError('recognizer' must be 'Recognizer' instance) if not&lt;/module&gt; &lt;/stdin&gt;Sr. Microphone): raise TypeError('microphone' must be 'Microphone' instance) # adjust recognizer sensitivity to ambient noise and record sound # from the microphone with microphone as source: recognizer.adjust_for_ambient_noise (source) sound = recognizer.listen(source) # set up
response object response = { success: True, True, error: None, transcription: None } # try to recognize the speech in the recording # if a RequestError or UnknownValueError exception is captured, # update the answer object corresponding try: reply [transcription] = recognizer.recognize_google (audio) except sr. RequestError: # API was unavailable or does not respond[success]
= False reply[error] = API unavailable except sr. UnknownValueError: # speech was incomprehensible response[error] = Unable to recognize speech return response if __name__ == __main__: # set list of words, maxnumber of guesses, and quick limit ORD = [apple, banana, grape, orange, mango, lemon] NUM_GUESSES = 3 PROMPT_LIMIT = 5 # create recognizes and mic
instances recognize = sr. Recognizer() microphone = sr. Microphone() # get a random word from the list word = random.choice(WORDS) # format the instructions string instructions = ( I think of one of these words: {words} You have {n} trying to guess which. ). format(words=', '.join(WORDS), n=NUM_GUESSES) # show instructions and wait 3 seconds before starting the game
print (instructions) time.sleep(3) for in range (NUM_GUESSES): # get guessing from the user # if a transcript is returned, break out of the loop and # continue # if no transcription returned and API request failed, break #loop and continue # if API request succeeded, but no transcription was returned, #re-ask the user to say their guess again. Make this up # to PROMPT_LIMIT for j
in the range (PROMPT_LIMIT): print('Guess {}. Talk!'. format (in +1)) guess = recognize_speech_from_mic (recognizer, microphone) if guess [transcript]: break if not guess [success]: break print (I did not catch it. What did you say?) # if an error occurred, stop the game if guess[error]: print(ERROR: {}.format(guess[error])) break # show user transcription printing(You said:
{}.format(guess[transcript]])) # determine whether guessing is correct, and if any attempt remains guess_is_correct = guess[transcription].lower() == word.lower() user_has_more_attempts = i &lt; NUM_GUESSES - 1 # determine if the user has won the game # if not, repeat the loop if the user has multiple attempts # if no attempt left, the user loses the game if you
guess_is_correct: print(Correct! You win!. format(word)) break elif user_has_more_attempts: print(Error. Try again.) other: print (Sorry, you lose! I was thinking about {}.. format(word)) break Let's break it down a little. The recognize_speech_from_mic() function takes an instance of recognizer and microphone and returns a three-key dictionary. The first key, success, is a Boolean
that indicates whether the API request was successful or not. The second key, error, is either None or an error message indicating that the API is unavailable or the speech was incomprehensible. Finally, the transcript key contains the transcription of the sound recorded by the microphone. The function first checks that the arguments recognize and microphone is of the correct
type, and raises a TypeError if one of them is invalid: unless isinstance(recognizer, sr. Recognizer): raise TypeError('recognizer' must be 'Recognizer' instance') unless isinstance (microphone, sr. Microphone): raise TypeError('microphone' must be a 'Microphone' instance') The listen() method is then used to record microphone input: with microphone as source:
recognizer.adjust_for_ambient_noise(source) audio = recognizer.list(source) adjust_for_ambient_noise() method is used to calibrate the recognizer to change the noise ratio each time recognize_speech_from_mic() function is called. Then recognize_google() to transcribe a speech in the recording. A try ... except block is used to capture RequestError and UnknownValueError
exceptions and handle them accordingly. The success of the API request, any error messages, and the transcribed speech are stored in the success, error, and transcription keys in the response dictionary, which are returned by the recognize_speech_from_mic() function. response = { success: True, error: None, transcription: None } try: response[transcription] =
recognizer.recognize_google (audio) except sr. RequestError: # API was unavailable or does not respond[success] = False reply[error] = API unavailable except sr. UnknownValueError: #speech was incomprehensible response[error] = Unable to recognize voice return response You can test recognize_speech_from_mic() function by saving the above script in a file called
guessing_game.py and running the following in an interpreter session: &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; import speech_recognition as sr &gt;&gt;&gt; from guessing_game import recognize_speech_from_mic &gt;&gt;&gt; r = sr. Recognizer() &gt;&gt;&gt; m = sr. Microphone() &gt;&gt;&gt; recognize_speech_from_mic(r, m) {'success': True, 'error': None, 'transcription': 'hello'} &gt;&gt;&gt; #
Output will vary depending on what you say the game itself is quite simple. First, a list of words, a maximum number of allowed guesses and a quick limit: ORD = ['apple', 'banana', 'grape', 'orange', 'mango', 'lemon'] NUM_GUESSES = 3 PROMPT_LIMIT = 5 Next, a Recognizer and microphone instance is created and a random word is selected from ORD: recognize = sr.
Recognizer() microphone = sr. Microphone() word = random.choice(WORDS) After printing some instructions and waiting for 3 three seconds, one too loop is used to manage each user's attempt to guess the selected word. The first inside for loop is another for loop that asks the user at most PROMPT_LIMIT times for a guess, tries to recognize the input each time with the
recognize_speech_from_mic() function and save the dictionary back to the local variable guess. If the transcription key to guess is not None, the user's speech was transcribed and the inner loop ends with pause. If the speech was not transcribed and the success key is set to False, an API error occurred and the loop ends again with pause. Otherwise, the API request was
successful, but the speech was unrecognizable. The user is warned and for loop repeated, giving the user a second chance on the current attempt. for j in the range(PROMPT_LIMIT): print('Guess {}. Talk!'. format (in +1)) guess = recognize_speech_from_mic (recognizer, microphone) if guess [transcript]: break if not guess [success]: break print (I did not catch it. What did you
say?) When the inner loop ends, the guess dictionary is checked for errors. If something occurred, the error message appears, and the outer loop ends with pause, which will end the program run. if guess['error']: print(ERROR: {}.format(guess[error])) pause If there were no errors, the transcript is compared to the randomly selected word. The lower() method of string objects is
used to ensure better compliance with the guesswork of the selected word. The API can return speech that matches the word Apple like Apple or Apple, and either the answer should count as a correct answer. If the guess was correct, the user wins and the game ends. If the user was faulty and has the remaining attempt, the outer of the loop is repeated and a new guess is
retrieved. Otherwise, the user loses the game. guess_is_correct = guess[transcript].lower() == word.lower() user_has_more_attempts = in &lt; NUM_GUESSES - 1 if guess_is_correct: print('Correct! You win!'. format(word)) break elif user_has_more_attempts: print('Error. Try again.') other: print (Sorry, you lose! I was thinking about {}.. format (word)) break When running, the
output will look something like this: I think of one of these words: apple, banana, grape, orange, mango, lemon You have 3 trying to guess which one. Guess 1. Talk! You said: banana error. try again. Guess 2. Talk! You said, lemon wrong. try again. Guess 3. Talk! You said, Orange Right! You win! In this tutorial, you've seen how to install the SpeechRecognition package and use
the Recognizer class to easily recognize speech from both a file — using recording()– and microphone input — using listen(s). You also saw how to manage segments of an audio file by using the offset and duration keyword arguments for the record() method. You have seen the effect noise can have on the accuracy of transcriptions, and have learned to adjust a Recognizer
instance ambient noise with adjust_for_ambient_noise(). You've also learned what exceptions a Recognizer instance can throw — RequestError for invalid API requests and UnkownValueError for incomprehensible speech — and how to handle them with attempts... except blocks. Speech recognition is a deep subject, and what you've learned here barely scratches the surface. If
you are interested in learning more, here are some additional resources. For more information about the SpeechRecognition package: Library Reference Examples Troubleshooting page Some interesting Internet resources: Some good books about speech recognition: The Voice in the Machine: Building Computers That Understand Speech, Pieraccini, MIT Press (2012). An
accessible all-human book covering the history of, as well as modern advances in, speech processing. Speech recognition basics, Rabins and Juang, Prentice Hall (1993). Rabiner, a researcher at Bell Labs, was instrumental in designing some of the first commercially viable speech connoisseurs. This book is now over 20 years old, but much of the basics remain the same.
Automatic speech recognition: A deep learning approach, Yu and Deng, Springer (2014). Yu and Deng are researchers at Microsoft and both very active in speech therapy. This book covers many modern approaches and groundbreaking research, but is not for the mathematically weak of the heart. Through this tutorial we have recognized speech in English, which is the default
language for each recognize_ *() method of the SpeechRecognition package. However, it is certainly possible to recognize speech in other languages, and is quite easy to achieve. To recognize speech in a different language, set the keyword argument for the recognize_*() to a string that corresponds to the language you want. Most methods accept a BCP-47 language code,
such as en-US for American English, or fr-FR for French. For example, the following recognizes French speech in an audio file: import speech_recognition sr r= sr. Recognizer() with sr. AudioFile('path/to/audiofile.wav') as source: audio =r.record(source) r.recognize_google(audio, language='fr-FR') Only the following methods accept a keyword argument for language:
recognize_bing() recognize_google() recognize_google_cloud() recognize_ibm() recognize_sphinx() To determine which language codes are supported by the API you are using, please refer to the corresponding documentation. For a list of tags accepted recognize_google() , see this Stack Overflow answer. Responses.
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